Abstract-The optimal and accurate detection result of two-dimensional electrophoresis gel (2DEG) image is necessary for accurate diagnostic of diseases. In this paper, we proposed a novel auto-detection algorithm for accurate detection of protein spots which do not required complicating parameters. The method requires copies of the original image to be represented as binary images in different thresholds ranging from 255 to 0. The binary images are used to select suitable states of the protein spots which were merged so that the spots are enhanced and easy to detect. The method is simple and heuristic. The proposed method easy to use without requiring any parameter and useful in applications that are feature oriented, such as proteomics, medical images and others with similar requirements.
I. INTRODUCTION
The two-dimensional electrophoresis gel (2DEG) image is important protein research [5] . Protein spots detection is the first and important step in 2DEG image analysis [6] . The optimal and accurate detection result is necessary for efficient execution of later steps. There are many commercial software packages that have been developed for 2DEG images analysis to get optimal detection result.
The protein spot maybe divided into two kinds of protein spot in 2DEG images. One kind is the independent spots (see Fig. 1 (a)) in low abundance (high intensity and lighter) or high abundance (low intensity and darker) and the second kind is the overlapped spots (see Fig. 1(b) ).
Currently, evaluation of the detection rate and quality are by the statistics of number of spots detected successfully. The errors will influence the quality of comparison and analysis. Software developed for detection such as ImageMaster often uses default settings for various types of 2DEG images. However, the various 2DEG images have different background and spot intensities which makes the default settings unsuitable. On the other hand, using user-adjustable parameters and deciding which ones to chose can be difficult for some end-users. Furthermore, parameters are based on intensities where some spots and noises are sometimes not effectively separated.
This paper proposes a novel detection technique for protein spots in 2DEG images called Automated Subspots Acquiring and Merging (ASAM) detection which is very simple and heuristic. ASAM requires the 2DEG image to be divided in multiple copies which is similar to Tsai et al.'s [4] content based technique where multiple images were generated from bit-slicing of the JPEG wavelet coefficients. In ASAM, multiple binary images were generated by converting pixel values to thresholds in the range of 255 to 0. The images are evaluated for suitable state of each spot which will then be selected and merged with others also having suitable states to enhance detection of spots.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed ASAM does not require any parameters for auto-detection of protein spots. Each spot in 2DE images is a gradient element, which can be presented as a mountain (see Fig. 1(c) ) [1] . The height of the hill is the intensity of the spot. Several binary images will be generated based on a detecting image and several threshold values ranging from 255 to 0. In the different binary images, the same protein spot is located the same position but has different size. Fig.2 shows the image difference in different thresholds. Each spot is normalized based on three important roles set for the binary images. The selection of suitable state for each spot and merging of the selection is repeatedly performed to improve the original state of the protein spots for optimal detection. and spots intensities. In order to establish a benchmark between different types of 2DEG images, the background intensity must normalized for detecting image R. Since the 2DEG images are gray images, the R intensities are translated into pixel values ranging from 255 to 0. First, ASAM locates the maximum pixel value of row i in R from Eq.(1).
where n is the height of R, and R(i, j) is the pixel value of position at (i,j) located in R. Next R' is the normalization result of R and Max i .
B. Binary Image Generation
Here, ASAM generates binary image B t based on R' and threshold t. The main idea of this step is to use a threshold to filter pixels of R' every time and t will be decreased by a g value gradually from 255 to 0.
Each spot can be drawn as a three dimensional mountain as in Fig. 1(c) . The value g is decided by gradient level of each detecting image R.
where the size of R is (mn). All pixels of R' are scanned pixel-by-pixel. If R'(i, j) is bigger than t and R' (i, j) is one pixel of any assumed spot in B t , then R'(i, j) is set 0. On the other hand, if R'(i, j) is smaller than t and R' (i, j) is one pixel of background in B t , and this pixel is set to 255. Fig. 2 shows B t with g set at 30. 
C. Spots Classification
In each B t , spots are assumed to be the black regions by human eye where many pixels are clustered together. The pixels are classified recursively to construct spots [2] . The B t image is scanned pixel by pixel from top-left and bottom-right. If the scanned pixel value equals 0, this position is recorded. Its neighbor eight directions are scanned to find the next black pixel (pixel = 0). This process is iterated. The pixel value of the located pixel is set to 255 to cause a loop. The recursive cycle will stop after all pixels in the same black region are recorded. The next recursive loop is started after B t is scanned for the next cluster of black pixels. The position and numbers in the group will be recorded.
D. Information
for Merging The same protein spot in different B t may be located in the same position but slightly off placed. Fig. 3(b) (t-g )_j has one more children in B t then spot (t-g)_j is an overlapped spot merging from one more spots in B t . The last state in this position is deleted and the state is recorded before merging in B t . If spot (t-g)_j has only one child spot t_i in B t , then this spot (t-g)_j is an increasing area spot from spot t_i . The state in this position is deleted and the bigger area is recorded in B (t-g) . Each suitable state of each spot is merged to get an accurate detection result.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Six experiments were conducted with ImageMaster and ASAM for comparison purposes. The datasets for the experiments were downloaded from different labs [7] and were chosen for different background intensity, spots intensity, many low abundance proteins, and many overlapped protein spots. The ImageMaster software and default settings were used in the experimental tests.
The original image in Fig. 3(a) is chosen for higher background intensity 2DEG image. Fig. 3(b) shows the detected result by ImageMaster, and Fig. 3(c) shows detection results by ASAM. Noises from background were not accurately detected by ImageMaster. In fact, these areas, A and B, were inaccurately marked as detected. 
B. Experiment 2
The original image chosen in Fig. 4 (a) has higher background intensity, and many overlapped spots. Both ImageMaster and ASAM obtained high detection results for overlapped spots, but ImageMaster has more sensitive detection for low abundance proteins. Fig. 4(b) shows more detection for both noise and low abundance protein. From the experiments, the total number of real proteins is identified manually for false negative (FN) and false positive (FP). Real proteins are detected visible proteins by human eye. In Table I , we can see the number of FPs of ImageMaster exceeds ASAM by a wide margin. This implies that ImageMaster detects everything from spots to noises in the background. The recall rate and precision rate are counted for estimating the quality of detection results by ImageMaster and ASAM [3] .
Precision rate = TP/(TP+FP)
Recall rate = TP/(TP+FN)
where TP is true positive, and is the number of successfully detected spots. TP values in our experiments are calculated by the number of real protein -FP. Table II shows the rates of ImageMaster and ASAM with having the higher precision rate, lower recall rate and higher accuracy rate. The quality of detection is higher in ASAM.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Protein spot detection is the first and an important step in 2DEG image analysis. In this paper, we have defined the condition of successful detection results for protein spots in 2DEG images, and have designed a novel detection algorithm, ASAM which is very simple and heuristic, and does not require complicated handling of parameters. The intensity is normalized for detecting varying types of 2DEG images to automatically compute the parameters needed for detection. Due to these features ASAM has a better detection rate, and is convenient to users. Also, ASAM has a higher precision rate of about 0.985 in comparison to ImageMaster at 0.388. ASAM may be used in images with varying backgrounds for accurate detection of objects.
